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Navel orange tree for sale uk

Welcome to the Global Orange Groves UK website. We are retired now, no longer sell trees, but are available for advice if needed. Established in 1988, many years of experience in growing and delivering healthy, productive Citrus trees at our own nursery in the UK. At our nursery in Dorset we carried a wide range of both citrus trees and other exotic woods.
Most of the woods were available for mail order delivery. With many more available for collection directly from kindergarten. We have also written our own book; 'Success with Citrus', which covers all aspects of the care and storage of a Citrus Tree. Among our selection of orange trees for sale were Navel Oranges like Washington, Navelina, Newhall and
Navelate. Ornamental Oranges such as Buddha's Fingers (Cidro Digitado), Bergamot, Seville Orange trees. Our exotic fruit trees included banana trees, Chinese dates, Sharon fruit and more. Other citrus woods also available were Lime trees, lemon trees, clementines, satsumas, mandarin, kumquats and grapefruit trees. In addition, we still offer our own
specially formulated fertilizer, which is produced to provide the best results in the cultivation and fruition of Citrus trees in the United Kingdom. We also have our citrus compost available for collection from our own nursery. Due to the diversity of citrus and exotic fruit tree varieties, different leaf shapes, tree shape and maturity, the choice of wood is a very
personal one. We would therefore recommend that you make an effort to visit the kindergarten, where you get a guided tour and have more than 1500 trees to choose from. Where we are. Full growing instructions were provided with each tree purchased, but the main points are: Citrus trees prefer cool rather than warm conditions. Keep your tree outside in
summer and protect against frost in winter by placing in a conservatory or greenhouse. Lose well when inside if the temperature rises to give moisture, or periodically take the tree outside to give a good hose down. Stay free from pest infestations and feed every week throughout the year with a special citrus fertilizer. Washington Navel Orange (Citrus
sinensis /citrange carrizo) This variety of orange wood is very energetic. The fruit is very large, seedless and of excellent quality. The fruit contains a good amount of juice. The harvest of the fruit is after November, but the oranges will stay on the tree for a long time. The orange tree produces large thorns, these can be removed as they appear. The fruits are
very heavy and you will need to allow this orange tree variety to be quite large and strong to keep the weight of the fruit. Minimum Orange Tree height from Global Orange Groves is 4ft Satsuma Mandarin from£33.40* Instead: £37.40* Clementine Mandared from £45.90 * Instead: £50.90 * Amalfi Lemon from £25.40 * Instead: £27.90* Lemon Lemon £25.40 *
Instead of: £27.90 * Blood Orange 'Sanguinello Moscato' from £33.40 * Instead of: £37.40 * Frutilizer® Instant Citrus... from £8.90 * Instead: £9.90 * Citrus keraji £33.40 * Instead of: £37.40 * Bergamot Orange 'Fantastico' from £33.40 33.40 * Instead of: £37.40 * Oval Kumquat from £25.40* Instead of: £27.90 * White-fleshed Australian Finger... from £33.40 *
Instead: £37.40 * Red Rangpur Lime from £33.40 * Instead: £37.40 * Cleopatra Mandarin Orange £49.90 * Instead: £55.40 * Lemon 'Etrog' £33.40 * Instead: £37.40* Blood Orange 'Moro' £45.90 * Instead: £50.90 * Oval Orange £33.40 * Instead: £37.40 * Mexican Lime 'Messicana' from £33.40 * Instead of: £37.40 * Apricot-Plum Aprisali from £26,040 *
Instead of: £37.40 * Apricot-Plum Aprisali from £26,040 * Instead of: £37.40 * Apricot-Plum Aprisali from £26,040 * Instead of : £29.40 * Kumquat 'Obovata' £33.40* Instead: £37.40 * Red-fleshed Australian Finger Lime from £33.4 0 * Instead: £37.40* Calamondin from £33.40* Instead of: £37.40 * Chinotto from £33.40 * I instead of: £37.40 * Yuzu from £33.40
* Instead: £37.40 * Trifoliate orange £25.40 * Instead: £27.90 * Lemon Buddha's Hand from £33,040 * Instead: £37.40 * American Miracle Lemon £33.40 * Instead : £37.40 * Tahiti Lime 'Tahiti' from £25.40* Instead: £27.90 * Kaki 'Early Fuyu' from £43.40* Instead of: £48.90 * Kaki Hybrid Nikitas Gift from £43.90* Instead: £48.90 * Pomegranate Favourite
£30.90* Instead of: £34.40 * Pawpaw Sunflower from £43.90* Instead: £48.90 * Nashi Chojuro from £26.40* In instead of: £29.40 * Kaki Aroma £52.40 * Instead: £58.40 * Feijoa 'Zealand Blending' £33.40 * Instead : £37.40 * Fig Tree Dalmatia from £26.40 * Instead: £29.40 * Pawpaw Pennsylvania Golden £43.90 * Instead: £48.90 * American Kaki
Fruithunters®... £43.90* Instead: £48.90 * Side 2 Lemon Hybrid Lemox £33.40* Instead : £37.40 * Kumquat 'Obovata' £33.40 * Instead of: £37.40 * Citrus keraji £33.40 * Instead of: £ 37.40 * Lemon 'Etrog' £33.40 * Instead: £37.40 * Pear-shaped Lemon 'Perretta' from £33.40 * Instead : £37.40 * Amalfi Lemon from £25.40 * Instead: £27.90 * Feijoa 'Zealand
Slay' £33.40 * Instead: £37.40 * Citrus keraji £33 40 * Instead of: £37.40 * Meyer Lemon from £25.40 * Instead of: £27.90* Navel Orange 'Navelina' from £45.90 * Instead: £50.90 * Kumquat 'Obovata' £33.40* Instead for: £37.40 * Satsuma Mandarin from £33.40 * Instead: £37.40 * Trifoliate orange £25.40 * Instead of: £37.40 * Trifoliate orange £25.40 *
Instead : £27.90 * Volkameriana Lemon from £33.40 * Instead of: £37.40 * Blood Orange 'Sanguinello Moscato' from £33.40* Instead: £37.40 * Robusticot® Campan £33.40 * Instead: £37.40 * Cleopatra Mandarin Mandarin £49.90 * Instead of: £55.40 * Kucle £49.90 * Instead: £55.40 * Four Seasons Lemon from £25.40 * Instead: £27.90* Calamondin from
£33.40* Instead: £37.40 * Lemon Lemon £33.40 * Instead: £37.40 * Yuzu from £33.40 * Instead: £37.40 * American Miracle Lemon £33.40 * Instead: £37 40 * Pink-fleshed lemon with ... £33.40 * Instead: £37.40 * Mulberry ' Mulle' £29.40 * Instead of: £32.40 * Robustico t® Vesuviana Rossa £33.40 * Instead of: £37.40 * Fig Tree Brogiotto Bianco from £26.40
* Instead of: £29.40 * Sweet Potato Sakura from £4.90 * Instead : £5.40 * Chinese Cedar 'Flamingo' £22.40 * Instead of: £24.90 * Heirloom Tomato 'Brad's Atomic... from £4.40 * Instead: £4.90 * Eggplant 'Cookstown Orange' from £4.40* Instead: £4.90 * Aubergine 'Edirne Purple Striped' from £4.40* Instead: £4.90 * Bergamot Orange ' Fantastic from £33.40 *
Instead: £37.40 * Capers Bush £15.40 * Instead: £16.90* This is the sweet Orange tree (citrus aurantium 'Sweet Orange Group') the true eat orange and produce really tasty oranges in a sunny spot right here in the UK. Current description We have some strong 6-year-old trees in kindergarten this week which will arrive with at least 1 large green fruit. Note:
The oranges are large and heavy at this time of year just as pictured, so although we carefully pack the trees, some fruit drop can occur during transit. 70cm + high including 5L pot © Plants4Prese 2019. Picture not available forColor: Call us now: 01326 290722 or 01326 290668 Orange trees A large selection of sweet and bitter orange trees. Juicy oranges,
clementines, Satsuma and mandarins. Decorative, free fruit fruit Calamondin plants ideal for Citrus novice. Displays 1 - 12 of 17 items £45.00 A Blood Orange, with average size oval fruit, with the characteristic rich blood orange taste. The meat is tender and has a high juice content. Wood 70-80cm. Not currently in fruit. £45.00 In stock £200.00 A lovely
sweet Orange tree about 160 - 170cms tall with small fruits. Lovely big tree with full heads that produce great sweet tasty fruits. 35cm pot, currently with small fruits. £200.00 in stock £80.00 orange wood. Great for juicing, cooking and just plain dining. A popular variety that crops well. Nice balanced tree at the moment in fruit. 24cm pot £80.00 In stock £200.00
A Lovely standard Calamondin, producing 1inch fruits that start green and ripe for orange. Flowers from March to July. Fruits from May Edible fruit, excellent for jam. Cool conservatory or summer patio. 35cm pot 140-150cm inc pot. £200.00 Sold out £200.00 A lovely sample Mandarine tree with a lovely full head with fruit forming. A lovely tree that produces
tasty sweet mandarins. 170cms tall in a 35ltr pot £200.00 Sold out £80.00 Mandarine Tree. A nice sample Mandarine tree about 110-120cms tall, with green fruits. 24 cm pot. £80.00 in stock £45.00 Clementine Tree. A standard tree about 80 High. Fragrant flowers in spring, turn to fruits that ripen ripen late autumn. With fruit forming. 20cm pot £45.00 Sold
out £200.00 A lovely sample Clementine tree about 160cms (inc pot) in a 35cm pot. Currently with small fruits that will ripen over winter. £200.00 Sold out £45.00 A lovely tree about 80-90 cm high. Producing sweet juicy tasty oranges Looks really nice with flowers or small fruits forming. A lovely plant to give as a gift. 20cm pot. £45.00 In Stock £65.00 A very
decorative tree looks really nice with fruit and flowers about 100cms tall (inc pot) A nice easy to fit tree that would look lovely in a conservatory or on a summer patio. 22cm pot Currently with green fruits £65.00 In stock £22.00 A lovely citrus tree about 35-40cm, with fruit. An ideal plant for citrus novice. Will flower and fruit at the same time. £22.00 In stock
£80.00 A lovely Clementine tree about 130cms tall. Nice shaped standard trees in a 26cm pot. Looks really nice, at the moment in fruit. 24cm pot £80.00 In stock Shows 1 - 12 of 17 entries
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